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Well another Rangelands Conference has been and gone! Sincere 
thanks are in order for the organisation committee headed by Margaret 
Friedel and Ken Shaw. We were able to show central Australian diversity 
at its best and in particular the exotic fare at the Federal Pacific Casino 
was seen to raise the blood pressure of some of our more reticent land 
managers and leaf and herb watchers. It was good to catch up with many 
old friends and meet a few new ones. 

This issue of the Newsletter brings you plenty of Society 
business, a few adverts. and papers from some of the invited speakers at 
the Conference, e.g. Dr. G. Letts, Chairman of the Conservation Commission 
of the N.T. and Mr. Bill de Vos, Executive Secretary of the N.T. Cattle 
Council. 

Very noticeable and quite vocal at the Conference was our favourite 
fencing expert, Mr. Bob Piesse, who produced a very interesting poster on 
new fence designs for the Conference. In tribute to Bob's engineering 
work, and in memory of many crushed fingers caught in crook cockies' gates, 
I thought we'd bung a poem in! 
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"THE SWAGMAN AT THE GOLDEN GATE" 

by Ted Simpson 

Saint Peter put his quart pot down and rubbed his saintly eyes 
As through the clouds came a figure bowed pursued by SliJarrrlS of flies 
Came tramping up to heaven's gate and stood there in a maze 
Then he dropped his swag and tucker bag and said "Well spare me days! 
I've humped this old matilda since the age of seventeen 
There's not a track in the great outback that us two haven't seen 
So when I rolled me final swag I,thought I'd cleared the slate 
But stone the crows before me nose I see another gate 
In fifty years of trampin' and covering all the while 
Twelve miles. a day at least~ to say~ eight gates to the mile 
Now I'm not much good at figures but the way I calculate 
In my career I've opened near on twenty million gates. 
There was gates that fairly haunt me~ there was gates of every sort 
Saggin' gates and draggin' gates3 high~ low3 long and short 
Gates that seem to challenge yuh 'and gates that seem to grin 
Lazy gates and crazy gates that hung on half a hinge 
Gates tied up with fencin' wire and gates with fancy scrolls 
with patent catch and homemade latch and gates made out of poles 
Wide gates and narrow gates3 big barriers and smaLL 
Rusted gates and busted gates~ I've wrestled with them all 
And I've opened 'em and shut 'em till the sight of all I hate 
And I'd sooner miss your heavenly bliss than open that there gate. 

What's that you say~ you'll open up for me -
Well that's what I call nice 

And close it too when I get through3 this must be paradise!" 

FINAL THOUGHTS ON THE 1981 CONFERENCE 

By: Tony Pressland, D.P.I., Charleville. 

A BANANABENDER'S FLIGHTS OF FANCY 

1. This conference has been interesting not only because of the 
contribution from members of ARS, but also through the actions of the ACF. 
In different ways, we need other groups such as the ACF as much as they need 
us. I say this because we are an organisation of individuals, all with 
some expertise in at least one area, whether it be educator, grazing manager 
or 'government men'. We as a group and as individuals should become more 
vocal on issues of importance to rangelands in Australia. Maybe then, with 
our background of 'hard data' we can use our voice as effectively in the right 
areas as organisations such as ACF do. 

2. There appears to be many conflicting interpretations of the term 
'conservation'. Maybe we should remove the word from the dictionary, or use 
it only in the sense defined earlier. 

, 
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3. We need to recognise that the removal of the existing land use 
does not necessarily result in a stable, or even a better system. 

Brian Roberts has posed two questions: (i) Is there or is there not 
evdience of deterioration in rangeland resources; and (ii) Can we satisfy 
the conservation concept into our approach to grazing management of range
lands. I believe there is no one answer to the deterioration question. 
Factors involved include the combined effects of the environment, relating 
particularly to soil nutrients and rainfall. Certainly there are some areas 
that, through loss of top soil over many years, will require considerable 
modification - mechanical treatment included - to get it back to a productive , , 
unit. On the other hand, there are large tracts of country, including the 
Mitchell Grass, which is dynamically stable. Its high soil fertility allows 
it to bounce back after the effects of extended drought and/or grazing 
for too long. 

Now to the second question posed - Can we satisfy the requirements 
of maintaining the condition of rangelands in what we would consider good 
condi tion and still keep these flreas ,economically viable. I think that 
with changed attitudes towards, and policy changes relating to, land 
tenure, property size, and drought policy, there is considerable hope that 
we can satisfy these requirements. 

4. There is an obvious need for more contact between people involved 
in management of Australian rangelands at all levels - land holders, 
government men and other interested bodies. At the conference we have 
certainly achieved an initial plus in this direction. 

5. If this conference has allowed new friendships to be made and old 
ones renewed, and if there has been the interchange of ideas, both formally 
here on the floor of the house, and informally over a beer, then the 
conference has been 50% successful. 

But it has been 100% successful because in addition, we have started 
to talk more in principles of good range management; we have recognised the 
existence of outside forces on areas which were only used solely by either 
the aboriginal or the land holder; and we have got away from the more 
narrow viewpoints expressed at previous ARS conferences. For this we must 
thank the conference organisers and our chairmen: Allan Wilson, Wal Whalley, 
Vic Squires, Brian Roberts, Dave Wilcox, Ian Beale and Barney Foran. 

They also have kept the conference on time. The keynote addresses 
too have been very good. They have set the scene for each session and too 
have facilitated the chairman'S job. But, a conference such as this depends 
on some gutsy writings by our members. You have risen to the call - 31 papers, 
10 more than in Adelaide. 

I would therefore like you to join me in thanking our chairmen and 
our speakers in the usual manner. 
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GEORGE VAN DYNE 

Many rangeland workers throughout the world will have been 
saddened by the sudden death of George Van Dyne, best known for his days 
as Director of the Grasslands Biome in the International Biological Program. 
George was a highly respected systems ecologist and we wouid like to 
remember him by his "rules of thumb" for systems ecologists -

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Yours is the right path 
Depend on generalizations 
Incorrect results are most valuable 
Simple is good 
Rely on order-of-magnitude comparisons 
Depend on general pattern of response 

RABBITS AND MULGA SEEDLINGS - NOT MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE 

From: Richard Silcock, Charleville Pastoral Laboratory, D.P.I. 

QUEENSLAND ECOLOGIST CLAIMS SOUTH 
AUSTRALIANS ARE STARVING THEIR RABBITS. 
THREATENS TO CALL IN R.S.P.C.A. 

In SW Queensland we do not have many rabbit proof exclosures but 
we do have a significant population of rabbits on the mulga country, plus 
prolific mulga regeneration (i.e. of Acacia aneura, in the broad sense). 
Brendan Lay could well be highlighting the perennial problem that things are 
a bit different up our way! Because mulga (and remember there are mulga types 
A-Z in Australia) is not as well adapted to the present climate/soils complex 
in much of Australia as it is in SW Queensland, its problems are probably 
exacerbated by the rabbit in marginal areas. 

Nevertheless, Queensland graziers felt that the rabbit (pre-myxo) 
did a useful job in controlling sandalwood (Eremophila mitchellii) which is a 
woody weed of problem proportions in some areas. They believe that sandalwood 
is now left unmolested to increase when the dominant overstorey trees are cut 
out or pushed on a face. The balance of things is probably what is most 
important, and the poor old SA rabbit is apparently lacking something in his 
diet which young mulga can provide - tannic acid or phenol?? 

I recently heard of a similar difference due to the environment. 
Some Indian visitors to Charleville were surprised that termites did not consume 
all the old dead buffel grass (C. ciliaris) stalk each winter. This apparently 
happens in their homeland. My initial thought is that we can supply our 
termites with a lot more dead wood to fill their bellies than most areas of 
India can. 

And while on the subject of buffel grass and animal diets - who thinks 
kangaroos really prefer buffel grass above most other grasses in their area? 
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As a postscript on a slightly different subject, will some plant 
breeder or institution with cytogeneticists on its staff please take an 
interest soon in defining the breeding system and ploidy levels of the 
Acacia aneura complex, i.e. Acacia spp. with flowers in spikes and a winged 
pod. Only then will we mug taxonomists (alias range ecologists) be able 
to talk sensibly about the particular subspecies or varieties or polyploids 
of mulga in our areas. While they were on the job they could have a go at 
the genus Aristida as well. 

OUR FIRST POEM FROM A MEMBER 

- RIPPER BORIS! 

from his letter 

"Appropriately i t i~ raln,lng today. I hope it is 
more than a palliative as drought has a reasonable 
grip on us!" 

Kym D. Afford, 
Eringa Park Station, 
Olary, S.A. 5440. 

Breaking of the Drought 

Smell the 
dust free 

rain sifted breeze 
Sigh and float softly through 

the stands of stunted trees 
It's rained. It has 
I never said it wouldn't 
Pessimistically, 

Secretly, thought it couldn't 
Thought I'd not hear again, the thunder 
Nor see the lightning 
Or hear the rain! 

Yesterday was of dust, dirty dark 
And pessimistic sighs. 
Today the horizon's clear 
You can feel and see forever 

Jan. 1981 

Well, see and listen at least a thousand miles. 
The dead and dying bush of yester 
Gone quite green before my eyes. 
Beneath the moulding leaves of trees 
Unseen, the mushroom spawn begins to rise. 
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A new drought has begun 
It has whole months and months to run 

out in the arid zone 
Where wits, by need, are often richly closely honed. 

It is but a foolish man 
Who chances chances in the land 
Where seldom rain, but drought enhances 

The Ii ves of man 
Drought, the master of his plan. 

SOCIETY BUSINESS 

(A) CONFERENCE WORKING PAPERS ' 

Working papers are available from the Secretary -

Ken Shaw, 
P.O. Box 2134, 
Alice Springs, 
N.T. 5750. 

Cost $6.00 plus postage. Postage: Within N.T. 
Outside N.T. 

(B) EDITOR OF NEWSLETTER SACKED! 

$1.60 
$3.50 

LEAVING TO MANAGE "THE TIMES" OF 
LONDON FOR RUPERT MURDOCK. 

Barney Foran steps down from the role of Editor of RMN around March 
1982. For all we know, someone out there may be really keen to take 
on the Editor's task. If you are interested in the job, contact 
Barney as soon as possible and talk it over with him. There is no 
problem with lack of material at present, which makes the Editor's 
work easier, and arrangements for printing are straightforward. 

J 

The Council will be glad to have a volunteer, rather than a conscript! 

(C) SUBMISSIONS TO ENQUIRIES 

At a general meeting of the ARS after the Alice Springs Conference 
in September, there was considerable discussion on the advisability 
of the Society making submissions to enquiries. The following motion 
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was carried - "That when appropriate the Council is authorised to 
prepare or to appoint a sub-committee to prepare a submission to 
any inquiry on rangeland matters. Upon receiving such a submission 
from the sub-committee the Council may endorse that submission and 
forward it to the inquiry". 

Owen Williams has already expressed his willingness to act as 
Chairman of the sub-committee and the Council would like to hear 
from anyone else who is keen to participate. The most recent example 
of an inquiry to which we could have made a submission was the Senate 
Standing Committee on Science and the Environment inquiry into land 
use policy. If you are interested (we expect a rush from those who 
expressed support at the September meeting), please write to 
Mr. Ken Shaw, Secretary, P.O. Box 2134, Alice Springs, N.T. 5750, 
or phone him on (089) 503269. 

CD) POLICY ON ADVERTS 

"A S50 NOTE PINNED TO YOUR LETTER 
MAY MAKE ALL THE DIFFERENCE" 

At the 29th Meeting of the Council of the Australian Rangeland 
Society the following resolution was passed: 

"The Council believes that all advertisements in ARS publications 
for commercial, profit-making organisations be paid and that free 
notices by non-profit organisations be acceptable. Paid advertise
ments must be negotiated through the Business Manager. All advertise
ments and notices are to be in accord with the objectives of the 
ARS. The Editorial Board is to be final artiber on the acceptability 
of material to be advertised in Society publications." 

David Wilcox has been requested to establish appropriate procedures 
and charges for advertising consistent with Editorial Policy. 

CE) SECOND INTERNATIONAL RANGELANDS CONGRESS 

ADELAIDE UNIVERSITY MAY 13-18) 1984. 

The request for Australia to host the Congress was made through the 
ARS Council following the failure of Venezuala to make suitable 
progress. The planning committee comprises: 

Ray Perry Chairman 
David Wilcox Chairman, Program Committee 
Ian Beale Program 
Graham Harrington Program 
Wal Whalley 
Bob Lange 
Jim Vickery 
Owen Williams 
Peter Lynch 
Peter Joss 

Tours 
Local Arrangements 

Finance 
Editorial 

Public Relations 
Secretary/Treasurer 
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Despite all the usual problems of getting rangelanders together 
the committee has met on a number of occasions and arrangements 
are now well advanced. 

The suggested program comprises concurrent sessions during each of 
four consecutive working days with these deliberations being brought 
together by invited symposia convenors during plenary sessions on 
day five. The symposia titles include 

Dynamics of Range Ecosystems 
Mining and Rangelands I 

Animal Production 
Types of Grazing Industries 
Conservation and Wildlife 
Grazing Systems 
Range Resources Monitoring 
Fire in Arid Regions 
3rd World Challenges and Opportunities 
Physiological Aspects 
Arid Range Improvement 

In addition, M.A.B. Paris will be invited to convene a session and 
it is likely that there will be a session for producer groups. 

Naturally enough the program is not finalised. Comments and 
suggestions will be welcomed by the program committee. 

Working papers, in Abstract form, will be available to participants 
pre-Congress and Proceedings will be distributed shortly after the 
Congress. In the Proceedings, invited papers, keynote addresses 
and special lectures will be published in full. Platform, hall and 
contributed papers will be published in Abstract form. 

NOTICES. 

The Committee plans to distribute the first circular later this 
year and this will reach people through the Society's and the Arid 
Zone Newsletter mailing lists as well as through overseas distribution. 

TOURS. 

Wal Whalley and his committee are planning the pre- and post-
Conference tours. They have come up with the basis of imaginative 
tours which will cover all states of Australia and will range from 
the conventional motel bus/airways tours, to campout and hostel tours. 
There are likely to be five pre-Congress tours and three post-Conference. 

In line with his interesting packages Wal is now looking to recruit 
Tour Leaders and anybody who has a flair for such things could contact 
him at the University of New England, Botany Department. Qantas and 
Ansett have been appointed official carriers for this Congress. 
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(F) ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

MINUTES OF THE 6TH A.G.M. HELD AT THE EDUCATION CENTRE IN ADELAIDE 
ON THURSDAY 28TH MAY, 1981 BEGINNING AT 1.00 PM 

The meeting was chaired by the President, Dr. V. Squires, and 
attended by 8 members. 

Opening: 

The President welcomed everyone present and opened the meeting. 

Apologies: 

R. Lamacraft, R.L. Lange, R. Everett, B. Evans, A. Osborne, 
G. Drewen, B. Edwards. 

1. Previous Minutes: 

Were read and accepted as a true record. (Lay/Vickery) 

2. President's Report: 

Attached. (Friedel/Vickery) 

3. Treasurer's Report: 

Attached. 

The Society has had its membership listing placed on computer 
storage for easy access and update and to facilitate easy 
transfer as the Executive moves. There have been a few initial 
problems but we thank our membership for their patience. This 
will now be looked after by the permanent Subs. Secretary, who 
will be based at Alice Springs. 

The financial status of each member is now printed in the top 
right hand corner of each address label. 

There are 373 subscribers to the Joul~al (including 17 
institutions) and 2 subscribers only to the Newsletter. 
There are 185 not financial for 1981. 

A query was raised relating to the large amount held in the 
cheque account (B. Lay). This was required to service the 
publishing of the next Journal and a loan to the Organising 
Committee of the next International Rangelands Congress. 

Report received. (R. Macdonald/Vickery) 

4. 1981 Biennial Conference 

Organisational matters are well in hand with dates set. Themes 
were drawn from the comments received from people after a call 
for submissions or suggestions. 
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A summary is provided in the latest R.M.N. 

Papers must have some data base if t]\ey are to be accepted 
and considered for later Journal publication. 

The pre and post conference tours are designed to cater for the 
needs of all participants but are biased to the practical 
members of the Society. 

The Society's thanks are extended to the team who are organising 
the Conference for their efficiency and keenness. , 

5. 1984 International Rangelands Congress: 

Because Venezuela opted out of staging the next Congress in 
1983 an invitation was extended to our Society to host it instead. 
The Council of our Society, after consultation, and on behalf of 
its membership, has accepted that responsibility for 1984. 
Council invited a group of twelve people from varying organisations 
to form an Organising ~ommittee for the Congress. Much planning 
has been initiated and programmes and budgets have been suggested. 
Adelaide will be the Congress venue. 

6. Constitutional Changes: 

6.1 So that the Secretary and Treasurer can more efficiently 
carry out their duties and avoid some of the difficulties 
of a rapidly shifting Executive, the Constitution is being 
altered to allow the Executive to remain in office for two 
years at a time. This intention to see this change carried 
out is confirmed. 

(Vickery/Friedel) 

6.2 The second intention is to amend the articles of association 
to allow for corporate membership of the Society. 

(M. Friedel/R. Macdonald) 

7. Permanent Subscription Secretary: 

The continuous address changes of our Secretary and Treasurer 
is causing havoc with our finances gained from subscriptions 
and the task of collecting them. Council therefore took the 
step of appointing a permanent Subs. Secretary of one fixed 
address. The permanent address is: 

Subscriptions Secretary, 
Australian Rangeland Society, 
C/- CSIRO, 
P.O. Box 2111, 
Alice Springs, N.T. 5750. 

8. No other business. 
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9. Election of Office Bearers for 1981/1982. 

Dr. M. Friedel (present Vice-President) automatically assumes 
the role of President. 

Dr. V. Squires (present President) retains a seat on Council 
for another year. 

The following nominations have been received -

Vice President 
Treasurer 
Secretary 

- W.A" Low 
t 

- G. Bastin 
- K. Shaw 

Since there were no other nominations these were declared elected. 

Meeting closed at 2.30 p.m. 

+ .. 

(G) FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

ASSETS 

AUSTRALIAN RANGELAND SOCIETY 

SUMMARY OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 

AT 31ST DECEMBER, 1980 

Subscriptions in arrears - 1980 (107) 
Cash at Bank - Subscriptions Account 

- Publications Account 
Investment - Fixed Deposit Bank N.S.W. 
Stock of Publications -

Journals (297 @ $20) 
US/Aust. Proceedings (638 @ $6) 

LIABILITIES 

2,140.00 
3,262.50 

539.28 
4,159.89 

5,940.00 
3,828.00 

$19,869.67 

Nil 

(Subscriptions in advance have not been brought to account) 

AUDITOR'S REPORT 

I have examined the books and records of the Australian Rangeland 
Society and am of the opinion that the above Statement is a true 
extract thereof. 
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AUSTRALIAN RANGELAND SOCIETY 

SUBSCRIPTIONS ACCOUNT 

RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER, 1980 

Balance at Bank 1st January, 1980 

RECEIPTS 

Subscriptions - Membership 
Bank Interest 
Members' Reimbursements - 'Annual Dinner (1980) 

PAYMENTS 

Advance - 1981 Alice Springs Conference 
Deco Design Award 
Honoraria - Editor (M. Howes) 

- Treasurer (K. Casperson) 
- Secretary (M. Wilcox) 

Overseas Travel Subsidy (V. Squires) 
Transfer to Publications Account 
Postage 
Annual Dinner (1980) 
Branch Subsidy - Adelaide 

Balance at Bank 31st December, 1980 

AUDITOR'S REPORT 

$4,464.34 

6,430.15 
103.67 

1,120.00 

$12,118.16 

500.00 
20.00 

1,000.00 
100.00 
50.00 

215.00 
5,500.00 

124.46 
1,228.20 

118.00 

8,855.66 
3,262.50 

$12,118.16 

I have examined the books and records of the Australian Rangeland 
Society and am of the opinion that the above Statement is a true 
extract thereof. 

AUSTRALIAN RANGELAND SOCIETY 

PUBLICATION ACCOUNT 

RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER, 1980 

RECEIPTS 

Transfer from Council 
Newsletter subscriptions 
Sale of US/Australia Proceedings 

2nd Workshop 
3rd WO:J;'kshop 
4th Workshop 

Journal Subscriptions 
Bank Interest 
Subscriptions - Membership 

$5,500.00 
12.00 

9.00 
4.00 

1,225.94 
542.79 

24.50 
14.00 

$7,332.23 
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Bank Overdraft 1st January, 1979 

PAYMENTS 

Newsletter - Printing 
- Postage 

Journal - Artwork 
- Typesetting 
- Printing 
- Postage 

Editor's Petty Cash 

Balance at Bank 31st December, 1980 

AUDITOR'S REPORT 

$ 54.99 

542.55 
198.87 
266.00 
539.00 

4,609.00 
482.54 
100.00 

6,792.95 
539.28 

$7,332.23 

I have examined the books and records of the Australian Rangeland 
Society and am of the opinion that the above Statement is a true 
extract thereof. 

D.R. MACKLIN, A.C.A. 
ADELAIDE, 27TH MAY, 1981. 

XIV INTERNATIONAL GRASSLANDS CONGRESS 

From: L. R. Humphreys, Dept. Agriculture, Uni versi ty of Queensland. 

"SMALL PLOT GRASSLAND PEOPLE FIND WIDE 
HORIZONS IN THE OUTSIDE COUNTRY" 

The XIV International Grassland Congress was held at the University 
of Kentucky, Lexington, from June 15th-24th. It was attended by about 900 
scientists from 59 countries and its Proceedings will represent a considerable 
updating of the world's knowledge of grassland science. 

Australia contributed more papers than any nation outside of the 
U.S. of A. and about half of these came from Queensland. Plenary addresses 
were given by Dr. E.F. Henzell ("The Contribution of Forages to Worldwide 
Food Production - Now and in the Future") and by Dr. D.J. Minson ("Forage 
Quality - Assessing the Plant Animal Complex"). 

The Congress gave a lot of emphasis to range management and there 
was a large representation of range scientists from the U.S. of A. and 
other countries. The importance of the conservation and improvement of 
natural grasslands was indicated at the Congress by the inclusion of some 
91 papers dealing directly with this topic, mainly with respect to semi-arid 
and sub-humid regions. The need for resource inventories and for the develop
ment of management systems which use resources appropriately on a sustained 
basis was discussed in relation to competing human needs and to the partial 
character is our understanding of ecological processes. Three of the ten 
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plenary papers dealt specifically with range themes; these were: 

P.J. Edwards 

G.W. Thomas 

B.D. Patil 

Multiple Use of Grassland Resources 
(Grasslands to Provide Natural Resource 
Conservation and a Quality Environment 
for Mankind) 

Resource Allocation for Animal-Grassland 
Systems 

Competitive, Adaptive, and Evolutionary 
Proces1ses in Grassland Ecosystems 

The Continuing Committee of the International Grassland Congress 
is seeking more active co-operation with the International Rangeland 
Congress Group and Jeff Robards of Trangie advertised the proposed 1984 
Adelaide Congress at one of the Plenary Sessions. It is stated that 
Range Science and Forage Science sometimes display different emphases 
but that they cover exactly the same scientific fields. 

,-
The next Grassland Congress will be held at Kyoto, Japan, in 

October 1985, where the management of natural grasslands will be a major 
topic. Dr. Ross Humphreys of the Department of Agriculture, University of 
Queensland, was elected Chairman of the International Grassland Congress 
Continuing Committee. He would be interested in receiving suggestions from 
members of the Australian Rangeland Society concerning the form of the 
next Congress." 

SIMULATION SOCIETY OF AUSTRALIA 

5TH BIENNIAL CONFERENCE J ARMIDALEJ MAY 1982. 

INVITATION TO CONTRIBUTE TECHNICAL PAPERS. 

From: Dr. I.H. Fisher, Dept. of Resource Engineering, University of 
New England, Armidale, N.S.W. 2351. 

"WHEN I FIRST READ THIS I THOUGHT IT 
SAID STIMULATION AND I WAS GOING TO 
SEND IT ON TO FORUM MAGAZINE" 

The Simulation Society of Australia is a multi-disciplinary body 
of professionals with a common interest in the principles and practices of 
Simulation and Modelling techniques. 

Every two years a conference is held to promote the interchange of 
ideas and experiences between workers in diverse disciplines in the physical, 
social, and biological sciences. It is planned to hold the Fifth Conference 
in Armidale on the 10-12 May, 1982. 

The Organising Committee for the Conference invites technical papers 
on the theories, techniques and applications of simulation and modelling 
techniques in all disciplines. 
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Intending authors are requested to submit a brief abstract paper 
(approximately 300 words) to the organising committee by 2nd November, 1981. 
Prospective authors will be notified of the acceptance of their abstract, 
and will be requested to submit the final draft of their paper by 15th 
February, 1982. 

AGRO-RESEARCH FOR AUSTRALIA'S SE~I-ARID TROPICS 

From: Symposium Secretary, CSIRO Division of Tropical Crops & Pastures, 
Darwin Laboratories, P.M.B. 44, Winnellie 5789, N.T. Australia. 

THEME OF SYMPOSIUM 

North-west Australia is a sparsely populated and virtually 
undeveloped part of the world's.semi-~rid tropics with no tradition of 
agriculture. Land use is still largely restricted to extensive cattle 
grazing on native pastures despite many attempts at large scale agricultural 
development in the past hundred years and systematic research for about 
30 years. 

The Symposium will review past local work and overseas research and 
assess its relevance to agricultural development in this part of Australia. 
It will also consider how best to design research strategies for future 
development. Many problems in this region are global in context and there
fore of interest to an international audience. 

Papers have been invited from both Australian and overseas scientists 
and will be published in book form. Other participants may contribute 
posters with abstracts. 

A pre-conference tour to the Ord River Scheme and the Katherine 
District will be arranged. 

TRAINING IN NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT AT ROSEWORTHY COLLEGE 

From: V.R. Squires, Faculty of Natural Resources, Roseworthy College, 
Roseworthy, 5371. 

HVICTOR WANTS A FEW STUDENTS
H 

Roseworthy Agricultural College is a College of Advanced Education 
and has been since 1975. As such it is accredited by both South Australian 
and National accrediting bodies to award Diplomas, degrees and post-graduate 
awards. 
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We have been teaching natural resources management at Roseworthy 
since 1978 when the Diploma of Applied Science in Natural Resources was 
introduced. We currently offer two awards, a three-year Diploma of Applied 
Science and a one-year Graduate Diploma in Natural Resources. 

The term natural resources is used to cover both the renewable 
biological resources and the physical components of the environment which 
sustain them. These must be distinguished from the non-renewable resources 
such as minerals. The concept of resources management involves a knowledge 
not only of the inter-relationships between biological and physical factors, 
but also of the interaction betwe,en eco,logical processes and human acti vi ty. 
Accordingly the courses contain a dual emphasis on scientific and anthro
pocentric (man-centred) matters, with management-oriented studies integrating 
the two. 

Although our graduates are qualified to contribute effectively to the 
solution of current environmental and ecological problems, we have not 
overlooked the importance of preparing them for the task of managing the 
millions of hectares of public and private lands, and aquatic resources 
essential for natural stability and, indeed, our ultimate survival. 

The primary aim of the Roseworthy courses is to meet the technological 
need created by the demand to obsepve~ assess and monitor not just part but 
all of the terrestrially-based ecosystem. 

.. 

If natural resource conservation (wise 
is need for an ecologically sound data base. 
of practical skills, and the scientific grasp 
Within this framework the specific objectives 
from our courses will: 

use) is to be practised, there 
Our students are taught a range 
of the principles behind them. 
of the course are that graduates 

be educated in both practical and theoretical 
aspects of individual subject disciplines relevant 
to the observation~ analysis and management of 
biological and physical resources; 

have developed skills of identification~ 
recording~ quantification and sampling of 
the resources; 

have developed an integrated approa~h to bio
physical and human aspects of resource management. 

Applications for admission to the Diploma course close with the South 
Australian Tertiary Admissions Centre on October 31. Late applications will 
be accepted but a fee is charged. 

Further information about either the Diploma of Applied Science in 
Natural Resources or the Graduate Diploma may be obtained by writing to: 

Dr. Victor R. Squires, 
Dean, Faculty of Natural Resources, 
Roseworthy College, 
Rose worthy, S.A. 5371. 
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RANGELANDS OFFICER - SOUTH AUSTRALLl\N DEPT. OF LANDS 

Gary Drewin has recently left his job as Rangelands Officer with 
the S.A. Dept. of Lands to return to the u.s. of A. Jim Vickery is looking 
for a good man to replace him. The job is to supervise and direct the 
range monitoring program of the Pastoral Board. He will have a team of 
two graduate rangeland technicians to help him with the task. Salary is 
somewhat negotiable around the $25,000 p.a. mark. Will interested rangeland 
scientists please contact Jim Vickery direct on (08) 2272492. 

PAPERS FROM INVITED SPEAKERS TO THE RANGELANDS CONFERENCE 1981 

CONSERVATION AND ATERNATIVE LAND USE 

INTRODUCTION 

G.A. Letts, 
Director, 
Conservation Commission N.T. 

"Conservation" is defined in the Commission's policy guidelines as 
"man's prudent use of natural resources to yield the greatest sustainable 
benefit to present generations, whilst maintaining the potential of those 
resources to meet the needs and desires of future generations" 

- an adaptation from the World Conservation Strategy. 

The discussion of alternative land use under the title of this paper 
could include -

(a) Conversion of whole rangeland regions from pastoral to non-pastoral 
or conservation use - e.g. Central Australia and Top End. 

(b) Dedication of parcels of land within a region for "conservation" 
purposes, as an alternative to other land uses (and, by definition, 
generally to their exclusion) - e.g. a national park in lieu of a 
pastoral lease - Simpsons Gap. 

(c) Conservation as a principle to be recognised and applied in relation 
to other land uses. This may entail some changes in management, and 
significant changes in land use of component parts of the subject areas. 
- e.g. dust control on P.L.s adjoining Alice Springs Airport. 

THE PRESENT SYSTEM 

Rangeland is classified according to use (tenures reflect this), 
e.g. -

(a) Primary production 

pastoral 
agricultural 
forestry 

) 

) 

) 

generally broad acres, 
but a range of sizes. 
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(b) Conservation areas - e.g. 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

- National Parks - recreation, tourism, historical, wilderness, 
special habitats 

- Soil conservation - catchments and other 
- Protected areas - a range of sizes. 

Extractive industries - relatively small pickets (but effects may 
extend beyond). 

Other special uses and public purposes - roads, stock routes and 
1 T 

reserved, dams and catchments, foreshores, river frontages. 

Vacant crown land. 

Aboriginal land - traditional and other uses. 

N.T. Land Use 
by area (approxJ 

Land Use and 
value of production 

ABOR. 

There is some overlap in land use. 

There are constraints on how land can be used, arising from 

SOCIAL? 
VALUE 

(a) Legislative and administrative rules - e.g. lease covenants, 
park bylaws. 

(b) Climatic, economic and infrastructural limits - e.g. pastoral 
leases, "buffalo" land. 

(c) Individual and industry attitudes. 

Although there has been some progress in the past decade towards 
co-operation and flexibility in land use, management is still basically 
compartmentalised and competitive - a situation which leads easily to 
conflict. 
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ABORIGINAL LAND - A SPECIAL CASE 

The implementation of the Commonwealth Aboriginal Land Rights (N.T.) 
Act (1976) has already seen some 30% of the N.T. area pass to Aboriginal 
ownership, with claims for a further 10% or more still to be determined. 

The land use is generally the traditional Aboriginal pattern, 
although with a policy of self-determination for these people, other uses 
are already present and may emerge. 

Initially this has meant
1
a cha~ge of status for extensive areas 

which previously were jointly operated as wildlife sanctuaries and Aboriginal 
reserves, but there is an opportunity to negotiate mutually compatible 
arrangements in the future. 

The Cobourg Peninsula Aboriginal Land and Sanctuary Act, an N.T. 
initiative, is a recent and interesting example of such an arrangement. 

Some former pastoral leasehold land has also passed into Aboriginal 
ownership, evoking questions and comment from pastoral industry representatives 
concerning the effect of the new tenure and use on their future operations. 

TAKING UP A POSITION - The experience of nearly a quarter century in the 
N.T. leads me to be wary. 

The prophet of doom's position - the country is overstocked with 
large exotic herbivores. Superimpose an extended drought (not improbable) 
on this and the result is permanent damage to soil and natural vegetation. 

This not only results in loss of habitat and threatens the existence 
of native flora and fauna species, but leads on to a stage where the country 
will no longer support an economically viable pastoral industry. 

This position was taken by a number of people during, and particularly 
towards, the end of the 1958-64 drought. 

- Cattle numbers dropped from their peak of 1.2 million to under 1 
million head. 

- Denuded areas - e.g. Burt Plains, Lake on Brunett, parts of V.R.D. 
near Kidman Springs, Simpsons Gap, etc. 

Against this view, with the breaking of the drought, the following 
situation developed. 

- The N.S.W. Soil Conservation Authority (Condon) Survey and report. 

- The recovery of the above areas. 

- The growth of the N.T. herd to 1.7 million head and the substantially 
increased turnoff. 

The opposite position taken defensively by some landholders is that 
the effects on natural environment is basically due to climatic variations 
rather than grazing, and good seasons following bad restore the country to 
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a sound healthy state. This view ignores the evidence of accelerated erosion 
which can be seen on the Ord, and the Todd Rivers, the sub-coastal plains 
and in many other places. 

DESTOCKING THE RANGELANDS 

The proposition to remove exotic herbivores from rangelands and to 
allow the country to return to its natural state, while it has some supporters, 
appears to overlook certain factors -

Extinct species cannot be restored to the ecosystem, and very 
rare species will not recolonise1without considerable help and expense. 

The presence of the rabbit which will continue to cause substantial 
damage and present a barrier to faunal rehabilitation even in the absence of 
large grazing animals. The same is true of feral pigs further north. 

How will the residual colonies of feral animals - eg the 60,000+ 
donkeys in the Victoria River District, be controlled if present station 
controls no longer apply. 

The advent of Aboriginal freehold title and the policy of self
determination would make such a move across the board politically 
unacceptable. 

Central Australia with its arid rangelands could claim to be the 
most efficient pastoral district in the N.T. 

CONSERVATION AS AN ALTERNATIVE LAND-USE 

The original system of national parks and wildlife sanctuaries 
in the N.T. was largely based on land areas which appeared to have a low 
~ral ue for other purposes, but high to reasonable values for public recreation 
,lnd scientific purposes - e.g. Ayers Rock, Katherine Gorge, Cobourg Peninsula, 
Tanami Desert. The majority of conservation areas were in this category 
together with some interstate examples such as the Simpson Desert. This 
approach minimised conflict with other interests. (Later developments 
however sometimes turn up new values and uses - e.g. the uranium province). 

This process still continues with pastoral interests co-operating 
in surrendering areas of low grazing value for park use - e.g. Keep River 
and Ruby Gorge. 

But a traditional objective of a conservation/park system is to secure 
a primary interest/tenure in representative samples of all the main, and 
some specialised, ecosystems within the region. The justification for 
this includes -

- the establishment of reference areas against which changes due to 
other land uses can be compared; 

- the maintenance of plant and animal genetic material, which may have 
an applied as well as intrinsic value; 

- through study, to acquire information which may have application in 
improving management systems for other land uses. 

- e.g. long-haired rat plagues. 
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Achieving this objective may mean acquiring parcels of land which 
are considered to have a high value for other purposes (e.g. primary) 
production) and a low value for public recreation. This is where conflict 
with individuals, industry and at the political level is likely to arise. 
Objections have been over-ridden in the past in special cases - eg the Ord 
River Dam catchment and its soil erosion control areas. 

The World Conservation Strategy pointed to the fact that virtually 
no samples of the vast Barkly Tableland grassland have been set aside for 
conservation purposes. In a parallel situation in Canada, the Government 
is trying to negotiate the buy-back of a significant area of prairie in 
Saskatchewan, at a cost of several million dollars. 

( 

It is probably more difficult to achieve conservation reserve goals 
in an under-developed region, such as the N.T., where government is occupied 
in trying to foster rapid development - mlnlng, primary production, tourism, 
and any other industry, and is loath to support sequestration of "productive" 
land. 

50 years is nearly out of sight in political terms - 100 years is 
infini ty. 

MULTIPLE LAND USE 

Single land use patterns which evolved over the past century have 
produced some remarkable achievements in the face of adversity, and manage
ment techniques are still developing. On the other side of the ledger there 
has been some cost to the nation, through denudation of river frontages and 
alteration of natural habitat and the disappearance of native species, which 
cannot be swept under the carpet. 

In terms of land use strategies on natural rangeland, there are still 
many problems to be solved. These include -

(i) Comprehensive drought strategies designed to encourage 
early turnoff and reduce damage through over-grazing when 
seasonal rainfall fails. 

(ii) Better fire control. 

(iii) Disease control in domestic herds. 

(iv) Elimination of feral animals and plants. 

(v) Pollution from extractive industries - e.g. Mt. Isa, Rum Jungle/ 
Finniss River. 

(vi) Extension of conservation areas to complete the system. 

(vii) Conflict between growing population and landholders over access 
to recreational areas - the Martin Report. 

- There are economic limitations on coming to grips with (ii), (iii) 
and (iv). 

- There is lack of historical and current data on which to base 
decisions on (vi) and (vii). Landsat imagery and the preparation of a 
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resource inventory will assist. 

Implementation of the Aboriginal Land Rights Act is a new 
factor in planning land use for the future. 

In the face of these continuing challenges, together with 
technological, legislative and administrative changes, more thought and 
imagination and flexibility needs to be applied to systems for using 
rangelands in the future. 

The Conservation Commission's policy guidelines have been rewritten 
to take account of the relationship between development and conservation 
and to allow greater flexibility in future planning (copy attached). 

Multiple land use, a departure from earlier single land use patterns, 
is one of the options to be considered in appropriate cases. It is not 
altogether a new idea - some interesting examples have been with US for 
years, 

e.g. The Grampians forestry reserve (Vic.) 
Barrow Island (W.A.)' • 

In the N.T., we have some limited examples - e.g. Keep River, 
possibly Kings Canyon in the future. A conservation reserve on the Barkly 
Tablelands would have considerable merit. But a greater overall effect 
might be achieved through a number of stations adopting conservation manage
ment practices in fire and grazing control. 

Could the question of public access to certain areas on land 
presently set aside for other uses be solved by adopting something like 
the heritage legislation, applied to coastal fringes and some rivers in 
the regional context? 

To explore such possibilities more effective planning, definition 
of the resource and effects of land-use, with consultation on goals, and 
co-operative machinery to reach them is needed. 

CONSERVATION COMMISSION OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY 

PRINCIPLES AND POLICY GUIDELINES 

1. In these guidelines, conservation means man's prudent use of 
natural resources (and other assets referred to in 3) to yield 
the greatest sustainable benefit to present generations whilst 
maintaining their potential to meet the needs and desires of 
future generations. 

2. With living resources this objective is realised by -

- supporting natural processes and systems; 

- maintaining a range of species, which will serve as a valuable 
source of genetic material; and 
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- ensuring the sustainable use of resources and systems. 

3. Conservation also requires the protection of areas of land and 
objects of historical, archaeological and anthropological significance, 
and of importance to Aborigines. 

4. Development and conservation are both necessary for human survival 
and the Commission's goal is therefore to ensure a balanced inte
gration of both. 

Conservation is not a principle existing for its own sake but should 
be applied as an aid to-goverhment and industry to ensure that develop
ment programmes are planned and executed in an orderly way paying due 
regard to both conservation and the need for development. 

5. Protection of land, water and air is the basis of all conservation 
and an aim of the Commission is therefore to ensure that sufficient 
representative areas of land are set aside and administered to guarantee 
their conservation value in perpetuity. 

It is the Commission's d~ty to see that the natural resources 
contained in these special areas, and throughout the Territory generally, 
are adequately defined, made known widely to the public, and wherever 
possible made available for the use and enjoyment of people. 

6. Land use is not necessarily confined to one form of activity to 
the exclusion of all others; where appropriate, the Commission will 
assist in defining the extent to which separate land use objectives, 
including conservation, are compatible and in developing plans to 
allow for management on a multiple-use basis. 

7. The Commission's areas of interest include cultural, economic, 
educational, historical, recreational and scientific aspects of the 
natural and man-made environment. The Commission will co-operate 
with other interested people and agencies in these fields to carry 
out its work to the best mutual advantage. 

8. Fire can be a destructive force or an aid to the management of 
natural resources. In rural areas, the Commission is involved through 
research, extension and regulation with fire, both for its own needs 
and working in co-operation with other landholders. 

A REPLY TO DR. LETTS' PAPER FROM THE PASTORAL INDUSTRY 

by W.E.L. de Vos, 
Executive Secretary 
N.T. Cattle Council. 

Dr. Letts has asked how the possibility of conflict between 
pastoralists and the proponents of conservation might be resolved. I suggest 
that the first thing to do is to acknowledge that generally pastoralists and 
other farmers are conservationists. They know their land and its capacity; 
they have no interest in destroying it. 
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Because of that, I have no time for the view that growth of the 
Australian population, increasing, as it will, the demand for foodstuffs, 
will tempt farmers to destroy the source of their livelihood by overuse. 

I accept the Conservation Commission's definition of "conservation" 
as quoted by Dr. Letts, and I draw your attention particularly to the 
Commission's "Principles and Policy Guidelines" set out in the annexure 
to Dr. Letts' paper. Especially I refer to section 4 which recognises 
that there has to be compromise between development and conservation and 
that conservation "is not a principle existing for its own sake". 

Conservation must be defihed iri practical terms. The variety of 
extreme interpretations now being placed on the word are bringing it into 
disrepute. 

In relation to rangelands, conservation means primarily control or 
prevention of their abuse. All the States have legislated to give power 
to deal severely with those who cause damage to land by misuse. In administer
ing such legislation there is a need to distinguish between situations which 
are the product of current abuse and situations which are the result of the 
•• .Ii to 

19norance In the past both of land owners and governments. 

Soil conservation as a government function is relatively recent. 
The first N.S.W. Conservation Service was established in the mid-'thirties; 
Territory legislation on this subject belongs to the 'fifties. 

As Dr. Letts has pointed out management practices are developing and 
knowledge of land use and the consequence of use are also changing. Dr. Letts 
has noted the increase in recent years of the Territory's cattle population. 
After the Alice Springs drought of the sixties the Condon Committee set the 
optimum carrying capacity of the Alice Springs area at 300,000 head. It is now 
over 500,000. 

Certainly a succession of good seasons as well as improved management 
and waters have contributed. But I foresee other changes. The Brucellosis 
and TB eradication campaign will result in closer control of herds and the 
elimination of feral animal competition. Self-government is fostering 
development which is promoting population growth. The Alice Springs-Darwin 
railway, if completed, will bring further changes. These changes can lead 
to new developments in the cattle industry. 

Turning to the special case of Aboriginal land, I do not agree with 
Dr. Letts that "the land use is generally the traditional Aboriginal pattern". 

There are much larger groups living on Aboriginal lands than in the 
traditional past; they are fixed congregations and not nomadic; they have 
therefore, a different impact on the environment with a tendency to species 
extinction rather than preservation. 

The outstation movement will not correct this. 

Attitudes of Aboriginals to certain problems differ from those of 
Europeans. For example, many regard the rabbit as a food source. 

The exercise by Aboriginals of their statutory rights of entry on to 
pastoral land is no longer purely traditional. No one could describe as 
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traditional or even as "neo-traditional" the hunting of animals with guns 
from a four wheel drive vehicle. 

This sort of entry when it is accompanied, as it often is, by 
disturbance of cattle, breaching of fences, leaving gates open and misuse 
of fire, are matters of serious concern to pastoralists and of great cost; 
particularly when they result in the frustration of disease control 
operations and management. 

Let me say, in fairness, that too often the same behaviour accompani es 
the unauthorised entry on to properties by shooters, fishermen, 4-wheel dri ve 
clubs and the like. Y , 

......... 


